EC declaration of conformity

Name and Address of the manufacturer:
Vaillant GmbH
Berghauser Str. 40
42859 Remscheid

Identification of product:
Gas fired instantaneous water heater

Appliance type:
MAG AT 6-0/0 XI H, MAG CH 6-0/0 XI-D P,
MAG DE 6-0/0 XI-D H, MAG DE 6-0/0 XI-D L, MAG DE 6-0/0 XI-D P,
MAG ES 6-0/0 I B, MAG ES 6-0/0 XI B, MAG ES 6-0/0 XI H,
MAG FR 6-0/0 XI B, MAG FR 6-0/0 XI-D B, MAG FR 6-0/0 XI-D H,
MAG IT 6-0/0 XI H,
MAG NL 6-0/0 XI B, MAG NL 6-0/0 XI-DG L

The appliance types satisfy the essential requirements of the relevant directives and Standards:

2009/142/EEC including amendments
"Directive on the approximation of the law of the member states relating to appliances burning gaseous fuels"
Designed and built to CE-type examination certificate:
PIN: 0099CM909

2004/108/EEC including amendments
"Directive on the approximation of the law of the member states relating to electromagnetic compatibility"
Designed and built according to European Standards:
EN 26
EN 55014
EN 62233

Any change to the appliance and/or any use not according to the instructions will lead to the invalidation of this Declaration of Conformity.

Remscheid, 02.12.2011
(place, date)

Programm Manager
I.V. J. Schwarz

Certification Group Manager
I.V. M. Imann